
 

Animation Composer is a 3D application that provides ready to use models of detailed characters, rigs, and environments with reusable animation controls. It offers the most detailed keyframing experience for character animation ever. This article discusses some of the best features of the application including how it is used by professional animators as well as some helpful tips on how to use this tool
for your projects. Animation Composer has become one of my favorite tools for creating quick animations or launching new projects quickly. Check out the article below to see why! Animation Compsuer: The Most Handy Motion Presets | Creative COW www.creativecow. net/articles/56368-animation-compsuer-the-most-handy-motion-presets Animation Composer, an application used by
professional animators worldwide, has just announced the rollout of Motion Presets. Motion Presets include presets that can be used as a quick and easy way to get ideas for motion into your projects. Check out the video below to learn more about this new feature. Would you like to learn how to work with 3D applications for your animations? Here's a great tutorial on how to work with Animation
Compsuer and other 3D applications. Here's a tutorial on how to import and animate characters and creatures with this great application. Animation Composer – Creating 3D Characters with Keyframes, Motion Presets, and Grouping A new feature addition has been added to Animation Compsuer as of the 7th of August 2014. Motion Presets allow you to quickly create your own motion presets from
keyframes. Check out our video tutorial on how you can use these new features in Animation Composer! Here is a link to a blog post by Aesop which discusses some of the features of this application:www.aesop-studios. com/blog/2014/8/19/animation-composer-creating-3d-characters-with-keyframes Here's a great article about the import and animation of characters and creatures to be used within
Animation Composer: www.aesopstudios.com/blog/?tag=character+import Here's a tutorial video on how to use the motion presets: www.youtube.com/watch?v=3uYpQm6GKC0&feature=youtu.be Animation Composer – Real Time Motion Blur Tutorial Learn how to work with motion blur in Animation Compuser through this short video tutorial! www.youtube.
com/watch?v=3uYpQm6GKC0&feature=youtu.be Animation Composer is a 3D application that provides ready to use models of detailed characters, rigs, and environments with reusable animation controls. It offers the most detailed keyframing experience for character animation ever. The feature set of this application includes: Simulated IK Rigs Contractors are extremely useful for manipulating
your character's skeleton. Contractors are used in many scenes throughout this project to create more realistic animations. An example of animating using a contractor is shown in the video below: www.youtube.
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